O2 Wiﬁ Pro
Wifi for everyone

Public Wifi and WAN services to help you run your
business. Fully managed by O2.
Your staff can get online with access to your corporate resources.
While your customers can easily connect to the fast, free Wifi
service.

Benefits for your employees and visitors
O2 Wifi is free to use
It’s available nationwide and in thousands of venues. Your temporary
staff, contractors and visitors don’t have to be on O2.

Quick and easy registration
Visitors and employees will need to sign up once and
seamlessly auto-connect any time after that. No
usernames. No passwords to connect.

Fast and reliable
O2 Wifi is a secure public wifi
service. It’s continuously
monitored.

No impact on your network
Employees can connect to the internet on their own devices at
work without using up any of their mobile data allowance and
there’s no compromising of your corporate data network.

O2 Wifi Pro makes your business work
Connecting customers & visitors, as well as staff, to public O2 Wifi or O2 Office Wifi.
An additional Corp SSID keeps your public traffic separate from your business traffic.

Improved uptime with
Enterprise grade
equipment gives you
improved uptime. We’re a
Cisco partner.

CCTV, music and radio streaming.
You can plug additional services into your
wifi without compromising quality.

Facilitating secure
payment traffic through
3G/4G backup keeping
your payment traffic safe.

Network visibility
means you can
manage the status
of your estate in
real time.

QoS and traffic management means you
can prioritise your business traffic.
Footfall and insights means you can gather
in-depth insights from your customers.

Public WiFi Compliance

Security

We take care of all the regulatory and
compliance requirements that come with
providing a public access wifi service. So you
don’t have to manage non-corporate traffic or
any associated liability.

Your organisation will benefit from our
network’s robust security and content filtering.

Data integrity
Data that runs across O2 Wifi for Office is kept
separate from corporate data. People can only
access corporate resources if they have a secure
VPN.

Consistent experience
You can provide a consistent experience for
employees and visitors by personalising your
O2 Wifi for Office welcome page.

Overlay or build from scratch
We can overlay O2 Wifi on your existing
infrastructure, or we can build it for you from
scratch.

Contact Us

Digital-Enquiries@O2.com
Email us today and one of our Account Managers will get back to you shortly.
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